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Abstract
Thepresence of lead innovel hybrid perovskite-based solar cells remains a significant issue regarding
commercial applications. Therefore, antimony-basedperovskite-likeA3M2X9 structures are promising
newcandidates for low toxicity photovoltaic applications. So far,MA3Sb2I9was reported toonly
crystallize in the ‘zero-dimensional’ (0D)dimer structurewithwide indirect bandgapproperties.
However, the formationof the 2D layered polymorph ismore suitable for solar cell applications due to its
expected direct andnarrowbandgap.Here,we demonstrate thefirst synthesis of phase pure 2D layered
MA3Sb2I9, based on antimony acetate dissolved in alcoholic solvents.Using in situXRDmethods,we
confirm the stability of the layered phase towards high temperature, but the exposure to 75%relative
humidity for several hours leads to a rearrangement of the phasewithpartial formationof the 0D
structure.We investigated the electronic band structure and confirmed experimentally the presence of a
semi-direct bandgap at around2.1 eV.Ourwork shows that careful control of nucleation via processing
conditions canprovide access to promising perovskite-like phases for photovoltaic applications.

Introduction

The hybrid lead halide perovskitematerialmethylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) emergedwith an initial
photovoltaic performance of 3.8% in 2009 [1]. Today, the solar cell efficiencies usingMAPbI3-based absorbers
already exceed 25%due to thematerial’s intrinsic outstanding optoelectronic properties [2]. In particular, lead-
based perovskites exhibit high optical absorption coefficients, balanced electron and holemobilities, long
photogenerated carrier lifetimes, long diffusion lengths, low trap densities and small exciton binding energies
[3–8]. These exceptionalmaterial properties originate from a combination of high crystal symmetry, the
chemistry of the Pb 6s2 lone-pair states and the ionic nature of the structure with large atomic sizes [9]. However,
the toxicity of lead together with the instability of this and related perovskite compounds towardsmoisture and
high temperature limit the commercialization of lead-based perovskite solar cells [10–14].

Tofind alternatives replacing lead, researchers have focused on other isovalent ions, like Sn2+ orGe2+. Here,
bothMASnI3 andMAGeI3 are suitable candidates for photovoltaic applications due to a possible crystallization
in a black perovskite crystalline phase [15–23]. Unfortunately, the divalent ions in tin- and germanium-based
perovskites are prone to oxidize to Sn4+ orGe4+, respectively. Therefore, these absorbers are especially unstable
in air andmoisture, limiting their photovoltaic applications [20, 24, 25].

Maintaining the chemistry of the lone-pair ns2 state, the trivalent antimony and bismuth ions represent
another possible alternative to replace lead.However, the higher oxidation state of antimony or bismuth
compared to lead inMAPbI3makes similar perovskite phase formation impossible. Instead,MA3Sb2I9 or
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MA3Bi2I9 form. Themethylammonium-based compounds crystallize predominantly in a non-perovskite,
zero-dimensional (0D) phase, consisting of face-sharing bioctahedral clusters of (Sb2I9)

3− or (Bi2I9)
3−. The

antimony-based absorber layers crystallize in high quality with extendedHI treatment [26]. If applied in solar
cells, those layers enable power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of 2%and can be further improved to 2.8%
efficiencywith a hydrophobic scaffold at the bottom interlayer [26, 27]. The already promising photovoltaic
performance indicates the suitability ofMA3Sb2I9 as an absorber layer, even though the 0D structure exhibits
neither a direct bandgap nor interconnected octahedral layers for charge transport in any dimension.

In density functional theory (DFT) calculations,MA3Sb2I9 (MASI) featuresmore favorablematerials
properties when crystallized in a layered 2D structure. The projected improvedmaterials properties include a
direct bandgap, higher electron and holemobilities and better tolerance to defects caused by higher dielectric
constants [26, 28–30]. However, the crystallization of the layered phase preferably occurs with smaller cations
thanMA+, such as Rb+ orNH4

+ [31–33]. Absorber layers based onRb3Sb2I9 and (NH4)3Sb2I9 exhibit a direct
bandgap and reach PCEs of 0.7% and 0.5%, respectively [32, 33]. Introduction of bulkier Cs+ cations in the
layered 2D structure requiresmore extended processing conditions, such as recrystallization of the dimer phase
in SbI3 vapor [30]. Exhibiting a direct bandgap, Cs3Sb2I9 enables a PCEof 1.5% [30].WithMA+ as a cation, so
far, layeredMA3Sb2I9−xClx could only be achieved via partial anion substitution using the smaller anionCl−

[34]. In devices, high quality 2D thinfilms achieved a PCEof 2.2%, but the slightly wider bandgap of 2.17 eV
suggests that even higher efficiencies could arise from amaterial with a narrower bandgap [34].

In this work, we present a novel synthesis approach based on antimony acetate precursor to crystallize a pure
MA3Sb2I9 2Dperovskite-like phase.We perform solvent-engineering to induce the crystallization of the layered
structure, confirmedwith XRD andUV–vis analysis. Further investigations using in situXRDproved the
stability of thematerial toward phase transition and degradation upon exposure to heat and substantially to
moisture. Infirst-principles calculations, we predict a semi-direct bandgap of the 2D compound and confirm
these results with optical absorbance spectroscopy, showing a direct bandgap of 2.1 eV. Even thoughwe
fabricated rather low-quality thin filmmorphologies ofMASI, devices reach already PCEs around 0.6%,
indicating thematerials’ aptness for photovoltaic applications.

Results and discussion

The two known phases ofMASI differ significantly, considering the crystal structure. The dimer phase, as
explained above, consists of face-sharing (Sb2I9)

3− bioctahedral clusters withMA+ and iodide, forming a quasi-
hexagonal close packing [35]. In this structure, the closest Sb–Sb interatomic distance is 4.1 Å. Increasing the
range of antimony-iodide octahedra such that the antimony atoms are separated by 4.8 Å,MASI forms in the
layered structure with corner-sharing octahedral. TheMA- and I-ions form a quasi-cubic close packing. This 2D
phase can be understood as a defectiveMAPbI3-like perovskite structure with the formulaMA(Sb2/3,1/3)I3.
However, the 2D structure predominantly formswith smaller cations thanMA+. Regarding literature results,
only SbI3was utilized as an antimony precursor in the different syntheses, with 4.4 Å separating the antimony
atoms surrounded octahedrally by iodide. Therefore, only small cations like Rb+ andNH4

+ seem to easily
squeeze between the octahedra in SbI3 to form the layered phase and larger cations instead push the octahedra
closer towards the dimer phase, as illustrated in figure 1. Thus, we considered the antimony acetate precursor. In
Sb(OAc)3, antimony is coordinatedwith seven oxygen atoms, leading to a separation of 4.9 Å between the closest
antimony atoms.We suggest that with the introduction ofMA- and I-ions to Sb(OAc)3, antimony iodide
octahedra formwithMA+

fitted in between, resulting in the 2D-MASI phase (see figure 1).With powder XRD
analysis, we confirm the successful synthesis of thin films of 2D-MASI, view supporting information (SI),
available online at stacks.iop.org/JPENERGY/2/024007/mmedia. The resulting crystal structure strongly
agrees with the simulated pattern of thematerial. Only small amounts of an additional dimer phase are visible.

For the formation of the 2D-MASIphase fromantimony acetate precursor, the nature of the solvent is decisive.
Using dimethylformamide (DMF), the dimer phase formspredominantlywith traces of the layered phase, see
supporting information (SI). Solvents containing sulfur leading to a strong interactionwith antimony, like
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)or tetrahydrothiophene-1-oxide (THTO), induce phase pure dimerphase
crystallization (see SI) [36].However, solvents basedon alcohols are highly suitable forMASI formation in the 2D
phase, with best results observedwhenusingmethanol (MeOH). Please see SI formore details on exact thinfilm
synthesis details.DuringMASI thin-filmcrystallization fromMeOH, the annealing temperature is decisive for the
phase formation.With annealing temperatures below100 °C, the crystallization process slowsdown,which
correlateswith added dimer formation (see SI). Therefore,we suggest a fast crystallization process to formMASI in
the layered phase andnot in themore thermodynamically preferreddimerphase.

Other alcohols such as ethanol (EtOH) also induce 2Dphase formation ofMASI from antimony acetate
precursor (see SI). However, the solubility decreases dramatically to a concentration of 0.125mmol Sb(OAc)3 in
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1ml EtOH. Therefore, alcohols with longer organic chains like isopropanol (IPA) are not suitable for the
synthesis. If not otherwise stated, in the following, we always refer to the 2D-MASI compound prepared
fromMeOH.

Other than structural differences, the dimer and the layeredMASI phases are clearly distinguished by their
optoelectronic properties. Themost significant divergence lies in the nature andwidth of the semiconductor’s
bandgap. To predict the electronic band structure of the 0D and 2D-MASI phases, we performed first-principles
calculations using plane-wave pseudopotentialmethodswithinDFT as implemented in theQuantumEspresso
Package [37]. For the sake of computational efficiency, all calculations were carried outwith theCs-cation since
the organic cation shows no influence regarding the frontier electronic band structure [38, 39]. Neglecting the
well-knowndeficiency of the gradient correctedmethod Perdew–Burke–Enzerhof functional to estimate the
magnitude of the bandgap, the indirect nature of the bandgap ismore strongly pronounced for the dimer phase
compared to the layered phase, see SIfigure 3 [40]. Themore pronounced indirect bandgap characteristicsmost
probably arise from the lower crystal lattice symmetry of the 0Dpolymorph in comparisonwith the 2Dphase
[34]. Additionally, the very flat band determined by the valence bandmaximumof the 2Dphase indicates a
quasi-direct-indirect transition, seen in the X→Ypath in the Brillouin zone (see SIfigure 3).

To verify our theoretical calculations, we characterized ourMASI films viaUV–vis absorbance spectroscopy.
Based on the absorbance spectra infigure 2(a), we observed the onset at longer wavelengths with the layered
phase indicating a narrower bandgap compared to the dimer phase. Furthermore, calculated Tauc plots from
the data of the layeredmaterial show a direct transition at 2.1 eV and an indirect transition at 2.0 eV, supporting
the theoretical expectations and verifying the phase purity of 2D-MASI (see figure 2(b)). In principle,materials
benefiting fromboth direct and indirect bandgap behavior are favorable candidates for photovoltaic
applications. Usually, strong absorption is coupledwith a direct bandgap and long carrier lifetimewith an
indirect band-to-band transition, similar towhat was observed inMAPbI3 [41].We note, thatfilms synthesized
fromEtOH instead ofMeOH indicate two onsets in the absorbance spectrum in SIfigure 1(c), implying a 2D and
0Dphasemixture.

Additional to the nature of the bandgap, the exciton binding energyEb in amaterial determines the
suitability of the compound for photovoltaic applications. Here, theminima in the second derivative of the
absorbance can be used to estimateEb [42]. Our results, displayed in table 1, show that compared toMAPbI3, the
exciton binding energy values inMASI thinfilms are one order ofmagnitude higher [42]. However, our 2D-
MASIfilms show significantly weaker exciton binding compared to the reported and our experimentally
obtained values for the 0D-MASI films [43]. To understand the influence of the exciton binding energy on
carrier dynamics, we employed a numericalmethod based on the Saha equation, described in detail in SI [42].
Figure 2(d) shows the results from the extracted datawith a range of typical values reported for solar cell
absorbers for total excitation densitymarked in an orange box [42].With the dimerMASI phase the excitonic
contribution is dominant in contrast towhatwe observedwith our 2D-MASI thinfilms. Regarding the layered
phase, themore desirable balanced contribution of free charge carriers and excitons is evident. Therefore, the
layeredMASI phase appears to bemore suitable for photovoltaic applications compared to its 0Dpolymorph.

In addition to the optoelectronic properties of thematerials, the stability of the compounds is crucial to
consider their suitability for photovoltaic applications. Solar cells operate at temperatures of up to 85 °C and

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of polyhedra arrangement in different antimony precursors and 0D-, 2D-MASI phase.
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degradation of the absorbermaterial can, therefore, be a concern. Infigure 3(a), we show an in situXRDanalysis
conducted at 80 °C for one hour and afterward at 130 °C for one hour.We analyzed the powder obtained from
the thin-film synthesis of the 2D-MASI phase to emphasize the substantially higher stability of the compound.
The analysis of the powder in contrast to thinfilms additionally avoids the extinction of reflexes due to preferred
crystal alignment and therefore highlights here the presence of pure 2D-MASI phase, differing from the
0D-MASI phasewith an additional peak at around 27°. Neither a phase transition to the dimer phase nor
decomposition is evident in our study. The only apparent change in the high temperature investigations is the
shift of the reflections to lower 2θ angles indicating an increase of the unit cell dimensions in the layered
structure similar to the observations forMAPbI3 [44]. The increase of the unit cell dimensions is reversible, as
demonstrated by the shift of the reflections to their original positions at higher 2θ angles after cooling.

Another essential factor concerning the stability of thematerial is its sensitivity towardsmoisture. Therefore,
we performed an in situXRDanalysis at temperatures between 27 °Cand 31 °Cunder 75% relative humidity
conditions (see figure 3(b)). Under these harsh conditions, our pristine layeredMASI films partly recrystallized
to the zero-dimensional phase after 10 h. In the course of further tracing the phase transition, we found a
complete transformation to the dimer phase after 50 h. Further continuousmoisture exposure for oneweek
results in an oxidized antimony-containing phase as confirmed via energy dispersive X-ray analysis, shown in

Figure 2.UV–vis spectroscopy data of dimer and layeredMASI phase. (a)Absorbance spectrum; (b) direct and indirect bandgap Tauc
plot of layeredMASI; (c) second derivative plot of the absorbance; (d) simulation of the free charge fraction over the total excitation
density at thermal equilibrium, typical excitation densities in solar cells highlighted in orange.

Table 1.Exciton binding energies estimated from the second derivative of
the absorbance.

Firstmini-

mum (eV)
Secondmini-

mum (eV) Eb (eV)

2D-MASI 2.26 2.47 0.21

0D-MASI 2.66 3.03 0.37
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the SI. The observed instability towardsmoisture of theMASI compound ismuch less pronounced than that of
MAPbI3 [13]. Studies withmuch thinner 2D-MASI films obtained fromEtOH show that the sensitivity towards
moisture becomesmore evident, indicating a strong influence ofmorphology on stability (see SI).

Finally, we applied our novel 2D-MASI absorber layer in photovoltaic devices, usingmetal oxide as electron
transport layers (ETL) and spiro-OMeTADas a hole-transport layer (HTL). As visible in the schematic in
figure 4(a), the energy alignment of the ETLwith our absorber layer is not optimal for efficient electron transport

Figure 3. In situXRDanalysis of 2D-MASI. (a)Analysis of powder at high temperatures withmarked prominent reflection indexes; (b)
analysis of thin films at 75% relative humidity at temperatures between 27 °Cand 31 °C.

Figure 4.Photovoltaic devices with 2D-MASI absorber layer sandwiched between FTO/metal-oxide electron transport layer and the
hole-transporter spiro-OMeTAD/Au. (a) Schematic illustration of energy levels of SnO2, TiO2, 2D-MASI and spiro-OMeTAD; (b)
JV-curves of devices withmp-TiO2 or c-SnO2 as ETL; (c) + (e) SEMcross-section of devices with SnO2 ETLwith (top) topography
sensitive secondary electrons detector and (bottom)mass sensitive detector; (d) + (f) SEMcross-section of devices withmp-TiO2 ETL
with (top): topography sensitive detector and (bottom)mass sensitive backscattered-electron detector.
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and other device architectures are required. The thin filmmorphologies of theMASI layer, shown in the SEM
top-views in SI and SEMcross-sections of devices infigure 4, are also not yet optimizedwith their low
crystallinity and voids highly pronounced at ETL and absorber interface. However, even under these limiting
conditions, devices reach already PCEs of around 0.6%.Devices with amesoporous (mp-)TiO2 as ETL perform
best (see table 2), highlighting the strong correlation of absorber layermorphologywith photovoltaic
performance. In general, the phase pure 2D-MASI films obtained fromMeOH solvent reach higher efficiencies
compared to the less stable and less phase purefilms fromEtOH solvent synthesized under similar conditions
(see SIfigure 5(b)). Similar to their hybrid lead halide relatives,MASI-based devices showhigh hysteresis in
JV-scans [45]. Onlywith SnOx as ETL, we observed no pronounced hysteresis between forward and reverse
scans (see SIfigure 5(a)) and improved values for fill factor and voltage but significantly low current density
values (see table 2 and SI). Additionally, the photovoltaic device performance using compact SnO2 as ETM is
more reproducible than that of the higher-performingmp-TiO2 devices, see SIfigure 6. In particular, the lower
current density limits the device performance distinctly, using planar device architectures. Thus, we suggest that
high defect densities in thematerial due to the not densely-packed nanocrystallineMASI thinfilmmorphologies
are responsible for the low photovoltaic efficiencies. Assuming internal quantum efficiencies near unity as
observed inMAPbI3-based solar cells, possible current densities based on our thin-film absorption are around
9mA cm−2 (see SIfigure 1(d)) [46]. In combinationwith a voltage of 1V,which is defined by the energy level
alignment of theHTL and ETLs used in this work, device efficiencies of around 6%are probable.Withmore
optimized device architectures, the photovoltaic performancemight even exceed 10% if higher voltages with
thewide bandgapmaterial can be obtained.

Conclusion

In summary, we report the first synthesis of pureMA3Sb2I9 crystallized in a layered perovskite-like phase.Here,
the use of the antimony acetate precursor is crucial for a fast 2D-MASI formationwith the sustainable solvents
MeOHor EtOH.Our theoretical calculations and experimental investigations agree regarding a semi-direct
nature of the bandgap in the 2Dmaterial, in contrast to the strongly indirect bandgap of the 0D compound.
Additionally, wefind considerably weaker excitonic binding energies in 2D-MASI compared to the 0D
polymorph, which is desirable for photovoltaic applications. At high temperatures, the 2D-MASI phase remains
stable.However, at this point, the inhomogeneous thin filmmorphology limits the stability of 2D-MASI at high
humidity levels and probably is responsible for the limited photovoltaic device performance. Therefore, we
expect that with further optimized thinfilmmorphologies, 2D-MASI is a promising new candidate for lead-free
photovoltaic applications.
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